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In America there is a (((church))) on every corner of the Black community and their communities 
are falling apart. They are killing themselves - and each other - and they have become a failed race 
at this point. 
So what good is Jeboo doing, Black Jeboo or otherwise for Blacks? 
It’s a Jewish spell to destroy all Gentiles. Do you think the Churches everywhere and the infusion of
Christianity into the souls of Black People for centuries have something to do with this situation? 
The Black Christians leaders are mainly criminals and degenerates, ruining their own People.

The Black Khemet People, on the other hand, are the Black People who have themselves together. 
They are more spiritual and think about the betterment of their Race. They are working on 
improving themselves and their communities. 
These People are connected with our Gods. See the difference this makes. 
This also provides the platform for a Black National Socialist movement to help Black People 
around the world.

The situation is, many of the Khemet People are still into and promoting this Black Jeboo nonsense 
and trying to keep the enemy curse on them going. 
So, anyone of our People who are Black, your mission is to work to push the Jebooism out of such 
with counter information and education. 
Our Gods are helping those of the Black Community who are tied into them with Khemet. They are 
Pagans and connect into-and-with our Gods. Though, that house has to be improved with better 
education. They also need to be woke on the Jewish problem. 

This mission is vital to the survival of your race.
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